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АЛГОРИТМ ВЫДЕЛЕНИЯ ПАРАМЕТРОВ СИГНАЛОВ 
ИШВАЦКОИЮЯ КЛЕРЫ С ПОМОЩЬЮ TUSH-ADC* 

В.Н.Батурин. Д.В.Балин, 
Б.II.Наев, Г.Е.Штров, Г.Г.Семвнчук 

А н н о т а ц и я 

Описан алгоритм определены параметров сигналов, полученных 
с вонизационаои камври ( Ж ) и закодированных быстрая 
преобразователя* лшлятудн в код (Plash-ADC). Алгоряти 
разработав для определения аввргии и врвиенм появления 
заряяеиинх продуктов DD и DT синтеза, образующихся в 
чувствительном объеме № в процессе И ц катализа, с ц е л и 
измерения величина коэ№циента Т - " " 1 " ° мюонов. Алгоритм 
позволяет в условиях тритиввого шума в ПК выделять слабые 
импульсы от in 11in111!• iни— • i и мвовов с вффективностьв 50%, 
правильно определять евергию сигналов синтеза вне зависимости от 
длительности, распознавать наложения сигналов, анализируя их 
форму. Отладка алгоритме проводилась с помощью влектронноя 
системы, геяерирупвС тестовые импульсы заданно» амплитуды, 
длительности и Формы и модедирупщен пум от распада трития. 

© ЛИ» 1991 



A b s t r a c t 
we describe an algorithm for evaluation of parameters of 
pulsee obtained from the Ionization chamber (10) and 
digitized by Flash-iDC. It was designed for determination 
of the energies and tines of arrival of charged particles 
In ПТц catalyzed fusion that occurs In the 1С sensitive 
volume, In order to measure directly the probability of 
muon sticking. The algorithm provides the extraction of 
weak pulses of ш о п stops «1th 50* efficiency, the 
measurement of energy, especially for long and low 
amplitude pulses, the recognition of plle-ups, using 
special shape analysis procedure. The algorithm was tuned 
with a special electronic hardware that supplied 
sequences of pulses with specified amplitudes, durations 
and shapes with simulated tritlum-nolae background. 

The muon sticking probability u d t In muon catalyzed D-T 
fusion was proposed to be measured directly by observing 
specific events *Нец In energy spectra of charged fusion 
products using a high pressure multlanode ionization chamber 
(1С) as an active target and a detector П . 2 ) . The setup for 
this experiment was specially constructed In IMPI during 1966-88 
[31 and now the experiment Is In progress at PSI [4]. The 
expected (Konte-Carlo simulated [5]) energy spectra of particles 
from different fusion channels are shown In the ?ig. 1. One can 
see that correct estimation of 4Heu events number Is not easy 
due to complex spectrur. structure and to the small expected 
value of u d t~0.5*. The 1С pulses of the same energy may 
correspond to different reaction channels, with particles of 
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several aorta and variety of ranges. Moreover, the aarae 
particles produce pulses of various durations, depending on 
their track orientations. In these circumstances It seems 
convenient to use Plash-ADC, because It provides direct 
observation of signals and off-line analysis of their shapes. 
Other difficulties of this experiment are related to presence of 
tritium in the gas mixture (H Z+D 2+T E) and hence to corresponding 
background current, originating from tritium decay. 

In this paper we describe a special algorithm, developed to 
recognize pulses In the Plash-ADC data and evaluate their 
parameters. This algorithm derives the pulse energy, time of the 
pulse start, duration, and several other parameters of pulse 
form to distinguish pulses of specific nature - the muon stops, 
the fusion producte *He and ^ец, and the plle-ups. Several 
problems have been solved with this algorithm. 

(The first problem was to discriminate relatively weak 
signals, of about 300 KeV energy deposition, with an appropriate 
efficiency of about 50». This Is Important for Identification of 
muons stopping In the 1С sensitive volume over particular anode. 

The second is to identify correctly the observed pulses, 
Including the most difficult case of very long, 400 ns and over, 
low amplitude signals, that are expected for *Нец particles. 
These can be easily cut into pairs of pulses by negative dips of 
the tritium noise. One must take special care of this effect 
when determining the starts and ends of pulses to avoid this 
splitting. We present special procedure based on a simple pulse 
shape analysis which provides reliable recognition of starts and 
ends of pulses. 

The third problem Is to evaluate the correct energy 
(charge) of observed pulses with a sufficient energy resolution. 
Due to tritium noise the dispersion of measured energy value 1з 
proportional to the square root of pulse duration and with 
electronic noise added, It is about 80 KeV for 100 ns pulses. 
The expected dispersion for 400 ns pulses is about (60 KeV. To 
achieve this limit of energy resolution one has to have the 
previous problems solved. 

The fourth problem Is to discriminate the plle-ups of two 
signals from single pulses of the same energy. A profound 
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pulse-shape analysis procedure has been assigned for this 
purpose. 

She Data Reduction Program (DRP) algorithm has been 
developed using a set of test signals. The special sequence of 
signals of a pulse generator «1th various fixed amplitudes, 
durations, separated by specified time intervals and with 
admixture of tritium-like noise has been digitized by a 
Plash-ADC unit and stored on magnetic tape for control of the 
code performance [61. 

The Flg.2 shows a simplified logical scheme of the DRP 
algorithm. The principal parameters of the procedure are the 
following: (1) the amplitude threshold (ATH), (2) the charge 
(energy) threshold (CTH) for pulse recognition, (3) the number 
of points used In the analysis of pulse shape (K), and (4-5) the 
two sensitivity thresholds In shape recognition (SB and SM). 

On every digital sequence of PADC data the process starts 
by estimation of pedestal. The data of the laet 3 mks (I.e. the 
last 300 of 1024 bytes which represent the 10 mks Interval after 
the trigger signal) are used for this purpose. Though some 
occasional signals шву be present in this interval, their 
Influence Is considered negligible. 

Next the ВНР scans the 102* byte array fj, starting from 
1=16. At every step 1—>i+1 , the first action is smoothing 
according to the formula gj= (fj_3 + 2fj + ii+i)/i. This 
is done to decrease an admixture of periodic noise with a period 
of about TO ns. 

The value g 1 is compared with the amplitude threshold ATH 
and If it ezceeds It, then the candidate for a pulse Is 
considered to be found. A signal has to have an appropriate 
speed of Increasing, and to check this the procedure 
"smoothlng-2" is implemented, in the "pulse begin confirmation" 
block. It interpolates the array g t by a straight line 
a(x-i)+b In the interval of x: tl-n,i+n], n=5...8 (choice of n 
arbitrary) and derives values of a 1 and b^ and their derivatives 
at every step 1 . The bj are the estimates of the smoothed 
signal g 1 , and a 1 are the estimates of derivative of g wlti 
respect to continuous variable x In the points x-1 (see Flg.3). 
Their values are obtained according to the following formulas 



where the notations or sums, Sj and o^ are Introduced: 
3 1 + n з 

al =n(n+1) <2n+1 Jfc,f_n
k8|cq*n(nf1) (2в+1 )°1 

1 1 + n 1 
bi=a+Tjt=f_I8lc=2nTfei 

Having g, g' and g" (obtained by a numeric differentiation), 
one can estimate the pulse shape. If bj and/or a^ exceed 
certain values, then the start of a pulse is considered to be 
confirmed, and the Pulse Begin Flag is set. At this momant the 
procedure of pulse energy and amplitude evaluation (pass 1) is 
started. This process continues until the Snd. Of Pulse (EOP) 
situation occurs. The confirmed BOP situation at point 1 means 
that gj , bj and/or a., , obtained by the "smoothlng-2" 
procedure, are smaller than certain values, and g J + 3 is lower 
than threshold. Then the accumulated enengy is compared to CTH, 
and If it exceeds, then the pulse is accepted as "good", valid 
for further treatment. At this moment there are four pulse 
parameters available: beginning (B), end (E), energy/charge (C) 
and amplitude (A). 

In order to obtain more precise values of these parameters 
and some pulse-shape information the "pass-2" procedure is 
performed in the interval (B-n.Efnl. In this pass n=K points 
are used as initial values (K being the parameter of DRP). The 
value of n is changed automatically according to the pulse 
amplitude A. At every point i of the observed signal the 
"pass-2" procedure provides gi , gj and gj for identification 
of the minima, maxima of the signal and of its derivative. In 
order to increase the speed of a* and h, evaluation, the 
recursive formulae were used for evaluation of a t and St in the 
"smoothing-2" procedure: 

si+1 = s i + Si+(n+1) - Si-n 
SI-1 = s i + в к п - ! ) " «i+n 
ai+1 = °l ~ s i + < n + 1 >8i-n + nSi+fn+l) 
°I-n = a i + s i " < n + 1 >8i+n " "%-<»1) 
The extremal points of g' are called "slope points", they 
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snow the most rapid change of g. All the extremal points are 
counted separately. The DRF parameters SB (Sensitivity to 
maxima/minima of g) and SIT (the same for derivative g') were 
taken into account. The extremal point of g' was considered 
"significant" If the Integral of g" up to this point exceeded 
the value of SB. This procedure provided the following new pulse 
parameters: 
1. Beginning of the pulse Ь 
2. aid of the pulse R 
3. Pulse duration (R-L) 
4. Pulse energy (charge) £ 
5. Pulse amplitude A 
6. Left slope parameter, for the left slope point A} 
T. Klght slope parameter Aj, 
8. y-coordlnate of the leftmost maximum point Bj 
9. y-coordlnate of the rightmost minimum point Bj. 
to. number of maxima 
11. number of minima 
12. number of left slope points 
13. number of right slope points 

The new beginning (Ji) and the new end (R) of the pulse, as 
shown on the Flg.3, are defined to be the coordinates of the 
leftmost and the rightmost significant slope points a' the 
pulse, respectively. In these points the values of Ъ1 should be 
greater than 1.1 times the pedestal. The new energy (£) Is 
calculated by sunning of gj from 1=I L to 1=1 й . These 
points are the intersections of the straight lines provided by 
the "smoothlng-2" procedure, drawn through the leftmost and the 
rightmost bending points (and their neighboring -n points) with 
the pedestal level. This eliminates dependence of result on the 
amplitude threshold. 

The number of pulsee that could be stored in FADC memory 
was restricted by 4, while any number of pulses can be found In 
the array. This nunber depends dramatically on the energy 
threshold, and If It Is too low, a real pulse will be lost when 
4 small pulses have been found before it. To avoid this loss, an 
algorithm of "conpetltion" of evaluated pulses based on energy 
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ranking was Introduced. Only 4 biggest pulses are kept In the 
sequence. This eliminates the dependence of pulse observation 
probability on the moment of pulse arrival. The exception was 
made for the pulses within the first 200 ns after trigger 
signal. They may be the small rauon stop signals and they are 
excluded from the competition. 

The results of test signal processing by our algorithm are 
collected In the Table 1 and demonstrate that all possible 
physical signals of Mu. catalysis above 0.25 BeV can be 
effectively evaluated and their energy spectra measured. Some of 
the spectra obtained In this investigation are demonstrated on 
Pigs. 4-6. They show the distributions of the most important 
parameters, energy and duration, with dispersions of their mean 
values. The energy distribution dispersions in each case 
correspond to the tritium-noise limit. 

A special procedure of iplle-ups recognitions has been 
designed, based on the number of maxima evaluated in a pulse. 
For the extreme case of two 1000 KeV pulses of 100 ns duration 
each, separated by 120 ns Interval, the efficiency of their 
recognition was 60S, and reached 100* for 160 ns interval. 

This algorithm has been used to analyse the data obtained 
in the calibration experiment on НЕц catalysis performed at LHPI 
synchrosyclotron. The multlanode 1С, constructed for 
Investigation of КГц catalysis, was Implemented. In the 
Pig,7(a) we show the sample of FADC data that contains two 
pulses: one of them la t+p of DD fusion and another is an 
alpha particle of z*'im calibration source. These pulses have 
easily distinguishable shapes and approximately the sane 
deposited energy. The Flg.T(b) demonstrates the spectrum of 
energies of two sorte of particles, evaluated by the algorithm 
described above. They are the stopped moons, which deposit about 
1 lev In the 1С sensitive volume, and the t+p events which 
deposit about 2.9 kfeV, due to charge recombination. The signals 
of the fusion channel ^e+n are below the electronic threshold, 
which is about 0.5 KeV and denoted by the arrow. The t+p peak 
shows only a smell tall, which is due to a physical reason - the 
tracks leaving the 1С sensitive volume deposit only a part of 
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their charge on the anode. In this first testing experiment all 
the 19 anodes of the 1С had been connected together, for the 
most complete charge collection and particle Identification. 

The performed analysis : demonstrates efficiency of the 
described algorithm for reasonably high energy and alnple shape 
pulses. It Indicates that the Flash-ADC data acquisition is 
appropriate for pulse spectrometry. The real case, complicated 
by track charge splitting between several anodes of the 1С, 
requires more refined treatment, which is in progress. 
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1ШЕ 1. 

Evaluation of the test pulse parameters. 
Input pulse Evaluated parameter 

Energy Dura Dura Energy Ampli E f f i c i 
(KeV) t i o n 

(ns) 
t i o n 
(ns) (channels*) tude , 

(channels ) 
ency 

% 
2000 120 11T±10 323±11 26.8±1.2 99.9 

150 150±14 323±13 21.9±1 99.7 
200 197±13 322±13 1T.3±1 99.3 
250 251±24 322±14 U.1±1 99.6 
300 287J30 322±15 12.7J0.9 99.6 
350 337±39 320±16 11.1—1 

9.9±1 
99.6 

400 393±46 324±17 
11.1—1 
9.9±1 99.96 

500 4V8±52 324±19 8.5±1 99.97 
600 587±64 326±20 7.2±1 99.96 

1500 120 117±13 243±11 20.3±1 99.3 
150 153±19 243±12 16 .5T1 99.3 
2O0 SOOJ24 243±13 

240.3J14 
13.3±1 99.1 

250 250±31 
243±13 
240.3J14 10.9±1 99.6 

300 299J37 23B,0±15 
241 ±16 

9.6±1 99.9 
350 352J43 

23B,0±15 
241 ±16 8.6±1 99.97 

400 395±48 245±17 
244.5±19 
231±43 

8.0±1 
7.95±1 

99.96 
500 485±63 

245±17 
244.5±19 
231±43 

8.0±1 
7.95±1 99.3 

6Ш 526±140 

245±17 
244.5±19 
231±43 7.22±1 99.9 

1000 150 147±27 
200J36 

166J12 11.7±1 
9.0±1 

99.2 
200 

147±27 
200J36 158±13 

11.7±1 
9.0±1 99.9 

250 254±40 164J14 8.8±1 99.9 
300 294J48 167±15 7.4±1 99.9 
350 340±59 167±17 6.7±1 99.8 
400 368±73 165±20 6.3±1 99.8 

500 120 121±30 84±11 7.4±1 99.7 
150 147±43 86±12 6.6±1 98.6 
200 177J60 82±14 5.7±1 86.6 
250 200±80 84±18 5.4±0.5 75.5 
300 2Q5±95 83±22 5.3±0.5 63.3 
350 1B0±100 73±23 5.2±0.5 45.0 

250 120 110±35 
118J42 

51 ±10 
51.3=11 

5.3±1 43.6 
150 

110±35 
118J42 

51 ±10 
51.3=11 5.2±1 29.0 

200 118J50 51.4±12 5.1±1 18.7 
300 96±30 43.3±12 5.1±1 8.7 

* ) 1 channel = 6 KeV 
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Fig. 1. Honte-Carlo predictions on the energy spectrum or DD 
and Ш? fusion events In the equilibrated triple mixture 
(90* of H 2, 10* of IX, and 0.05% of T 2) at 160 atra 
pressure. 



Fig. 2. Simplified scheme of the WE algorithm. 
PHP - Pulse Begin Flag, BOP - Bid Of Pulee, 
ATH - Amplitude Threshold, CTH - Charge Threshold 

Fig. Я. The chart of a pulse with notations of the ВНР 
algorithm, g is the smoothed digitized signal, g' and 
g" are Its first and second derivatives. The 
horizontal dashed line Is the pedestal level, and the 
dasheci urved line is the array of smoothed estimates 
bj. The energy (charge) integration is done between the 
Intersection points I L and Ig of the dashed lines. 
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6 5 0 I,channels 

L - the start or the pulse (the leftmost bending point). 
H - the end of the pulse (the rightmost bending point). 
A^ - the slope parameter In the leftmost maxima of g'. 
Ад - the same In the rightmost minimum of g'. 
B^Bg - the estimates of g In the extrenal points L and R 

described above. 



250 KeV 

i_ 

120 ns 

500 KeV 200 ns 

Pig.4 The spectra of reconstructed energy deft) and duration 
(right) of test pulses of fixed energy and duration. 

Above: the teat pulse energy «as 250 KeV, duration 120 
ns. The measured energy (mean oyer the Interval, «here 
the energy speotnm Is above 1С* of aaxlau») lfl 306±60 
KeV, duration 110±35 ns. 
Below: 500 KeV and 200 ая, 
177*60 ns. 

•easured 492*8* KeV and 
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1 MeV 120 lis 

1 MeV 400 ns 

b** 

Pig.5 The ваве for the pulses. 
Above: 1 KeV and 120 ns, measured 996±72 KeV end 147±27 
Below: 1 HeV and 400 пв, measured 990*120 KeV and 368±7C 



1.2 MeV 

1.8 MeV 

500 ns 

600 ns 

Flg.6 The same for tbe pulses, 
АЬоте: 1,2 HeV end 500 ns, measured 1210*130 and 440±T7 ns. 
Below: 1,8 KeT sad 600 ns, measured 1866±116 and 550±55 ns. 
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3 OS U) IS tjis 

200 

}» 

f p b) " 

100 f ̂  
— f 1 

SE.MeV 

* М Ы И . The «rat рШее i s the Up « « I j - 4 « e 
ввоовй 1B an alpha pirtttle of the calibration in 
source. 

(b) - The energy epectr* of the 10 elgmlfl. obtalMd. by 
the aleorlth.. in the left pert a » the «topped н о й е й 
in the гада peak are the t+p erente of Ml fusion. 
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